Back with a focus on **MORE SHOOTING**, Shoot-A-Rama has returned to its roots as an event just for Boy Scouts and Venturers*. **Register online NOW:**


**When:** August 26, 2017, 9am-4pm  
**Where:** Camp Alexander  
**Cost:** $25 per shooter for base event. Additional fees onsite for some optional fun & challenge shooting, see below.  
*Adult leaders registered with BSA may sign up for this event and participate in all stations with their unit.  
**Bring:** your lunch & water bottle. Be Prepared for weather!  
**Onsite check-in opens at 9am. REQUIRED Safety Briefing at 9:30am. Shooting starts at 10am**

**Merit badge qualification shooting available for those with otherwise complete Blue Cards in Archery, Rifle, & Shotgun!**  
**Venturers may shoot qualification for the Ranger Shooting Sports requirements for Archery, Pistol, & Small Bore Rifle.**

---

**Planned Shooting Stations**  
(Subject to volunteer and equipment availability.)

**Boy Scouts & Venturers/Scouters:**
- Archery  
- Muzzle-loading rifle  
- Rimfire (.22LR) rifle fun shoot  
- Rimfire (.22LR) rifle challenge ($)  
- Shotgun trap shooting  
- Slug-a-jug ($)  
- Tomahawk/Knife throwing

**Venturers/Scouters Only:**
- .50BMG fun shoot ($)  
- High-power rifle fun shoot – modern sporting rifles in .223 and .308  
- High-power rifle challenge ($)  
- Muzzle-loading pistol  
- Pistol shoot

$ indicates items with additional costs as follows:
- Challenges: $1 per target/each (Life-savers, etc!)  
- .50 BMG: $5 for 1 round (Ultimate high-power rifle!)  
- Slug-a-jug: $3 for 1 slug & jug (Vaporize a water jug!)  
- $5 for 2 slugs & 2 jugs (Vaporize two jugs!)

**Don’t want to miss a minute of the action?**  
**Bring your unit and camp out Friday and/or Saturday night(s) – for no extra charge!**